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re: Suggested Grant-in-Aidfo~registrationil- --- - ---_ ..  of Anti-Asiatic Clause upon certain :: ,::' 
Corporation Housing Schemes. -~ 

~·,·e have considered the points raised in your 
minute of the 1st instant and advise thereon as follows : 

'\;e note that the Applicant Association's application 
is·stated to be based on paragraph XIII of Sub
section 188(1)(a) of the Borough's Ordinance. We 
are unable to .find any paragraph XIII in that Sub~ 
section and presume that. the Association, intended 
to refer to paragraph XlI. ' We advise ' on this " 

assumption. .1 ' 

The abOvementioned Sub-section in paragraphs I ,to 
XII authorises the Council to make Grants-in-Aid 
to institutions or undertakings of the classes" 
enumerated in those paragraphs without the consent 
of the Administrator. The Applicant Association,

'II however, falls within none of those classes andI consequently in our opinion the Council cannot 
make a Grant-in-Aid t9 it wit!1:out · the ~' consent of 

I the Administrator. 
I 	 ,,,--., :' (3) Paragraph XII oftheabovemeritioned Sub-section 
i,! authorises the Council to make Grants-in Aid for 
I 	

\ 
i 	 any other purpose -approved by-tlle-Adrilinistrator -~l 
I which he may consider to be of a character similar 
II or akin to any of the objects enumerated in I

paragruphs I to XI. I 
!I 

I (4) 	 The question whether any particule.r purpose is 
similar or akin to the enumerated objects is, in _. . 1 
our opinion, a matter within the sole discretion 
of the Administrator. 

I' (5) Consequent'iy in our opinion it would be competent . ';' {{ I 
I for the Council to me.ke the required Grant-in-Aid 

only if the A~i~istrator approves and not .otherwise.I 
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